
 

RECOMMENDED SOUTH KOREA MICE PROGRAM  
FOR INDIAN CORPORATE COMPANIES 

 

A: SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA (03 NIGHT / 04 DAYS) 
DAY SECTOR ITINERARY 

DAY 1 SEOUL 
ARRIVAL 

Arrive Incheon Airport. Drive to Seoul city (1hr) 
 
Check in and rest. 
EVENING TOUR – OPTION 1 
Visit N Seoul Tower 
Namsan Seoul Tower was the first tower-type tourism spot 
in Korea. The top of the tower is at almost 480m above sea 
level, including Namsan Mountain (243m) and the tower’s 
own height (236.7m), making it one of the tallest towers in 
the Orient. This landmark of Seoul is a must watch and 
climb! 
 
EVENING TOUR – OPTION 2 
Han River Cruise 
Hangang River Ferry Cruise is one of the best ways to enjoy 
the scenery around the Hangang River, which flows 
through the heart of Seoul. On the cruise, you can see 
Hangang River’s beautiful scenery, various small islands, 
Jeoldusan Park, 63 Square, N Seoul Tower, Jamsil’s Sports 
Complex,  and other famous tourist spots. Evening cruise at 
7pm can also witness the worlds longest fountain Banpo Bridge Fountain in action! 
 
Dinner at Indian restaurant (eg. Ganga Restaurant Seoul) 
** There are many Indian restaurants in Seoul  
 
O/H at hotel in Seoul 
**Suggestion: Stay near city center Myeongdong Area 

DAY 2 SEOUL Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Half day Seoul city tour 
A half day city tour is the best way to experience the 
Gyeongbokgung Palace with Royal Changing of Guards 
Ceremony, Blue House – the presidential palace, Bukchon 
Hanok Village, Cheonggyecheon Stream and the famous 
Insadong Antique Street.  
 
Lunch at local / western / Indian restaurant (all options available) 
 
Free time at Myeongdong shopping street 
 
 
 



 

Myeongdong 
Myeong-dong is one of the busiest places in Seoul and is 
among Korea’s premier shopping destinations. Over 1 
million shoppers pass through this area each and every day. 
To international visitors, Myeong-dong is a stunning 
shopping district with countless shops and restaurants. Its 
wild popularity has led to similar shopping districts 
springing up all across the country. 
 
Evening watch Nanta Show (World famous non-verbal performance of Korea) 
 
Nanta Show 
Since its 1st performance in 1997 at Edinburg Fringe 
Festival, Nanta has now become the world famous non-
verbal Korean performance. The show has now 
been performed in more than 50 countries 
worldwide including appearance on New York’s 
Broadway. More than 750,000 foreign visitors per year 
come to Korea to watch the famous Nanta Show.   
 
Dinner at Indian restaurant (there are many Indian restaurant in Myeongdong area for 
eg Agra restaurant, etc) 
O/N in Seoul 

DAY 3 SEOUL Breakfast at hotel 
 
FULL DAY UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OPTION 1 
Visit DMZ (De-militarized zone) 
The Korean peninsula is home to a single nation of people 
with the same language and ethnicity, divided in two. The 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is a buffer zone, which was 
established on July 27, 1953 when the Armistice 
Agreement was signed during the Korean War. The DMZ 
vividly captures the scars and wounds of the Korean War as 
well as the wishes and hopes for the future. 
 
Attractions include: 
- Imjingak  
Established in 1972 immediately after the declaration of the joint South-North 
armistice, Imjingak Pavilion exhibits various relics and monuments related to the 
Korean War and subsequent South-North confrontations. 
 
- 3rd Infiltration Tunnel 
Discovered in 1978, the 3rd tunnel was dug by the Northern army to spy on their 
Southern counterparts. The tunnel is 1.64-kilometers long, 2-meters high and 2-
meters wide. It is a prime example of the South-North confrontation. 
 
 
 



 

- Dorasan Station 
Dorasan Station is one of the northernmost railway stations on the Gyeongui Line, 
connecting Seoul to Sinuiju. The station is located in the zone that strictly restricts 
general civilian access. 
 
- Panmunjeom (Joint Security Area between North & South Korea) 
Marking the 'Military Armistice Conference' held in October 1951, the official name 
was rewritten into the current name of 'Panmunjeom,' and is more widely known as 
the Joint Security Area (JSA), where blue and white huts are administrated by the 
United Nations Military and North Korean military, respectively. 
**Special tour & permission is required to visit the Joint Security Area. 
 
FULL DAY UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OPTION 2 
Everland Themepark 
Everland is one of the largest theme parks in Asia 
including Magic Land, European Adventure and Zootopia, 
One of the park’s most famous rides is T-Express, worlds 
largest wooden roller coaster. Zootopia is must-see as it 

spans over an area of 15,000㎡ and exhibits 2,000 
animals of 201 species. Lost Valley features the largest 
ecological safari world and offers a tour by amphibious 
car to see 150 animals of 20 species including a pair of giant Panda! 
 
FULL DAY UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OPTION 3 
Hwaseong Fortress (UNESCO World Heritage) + Korean Archery Experience 
Hwaseong Fortress is an impressive structure from the 
latter part of the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910) and the 
official fortress of Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do. The fortress 
(constructed from 1794 to 1796) was built as a display of 
the King’s filial piety towards his father Jangheonseja and 
to build a new pioneer city with its own economic power. 
 
Gukgung (Korean Traditional Archery Experience) 
Unique experience of basic understanding of Guk gung, demonstration 
of posture, and experience shooting with bow and arrow in different 
difficulty levels. (you can wear traditional Korean costume also) 
 
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OPTION 4 
Hyundai Motor Studio in Goyang 
Flagship motor and design studio by Hyundai to take you 
to a new automotive journey with experience you can 
see, hear and touch. See and feel the latest flagship 
Hyundai global car lineup and dive deep in to the 
manufacturing of a Hyundai car.  
 

DAY 4 SEOUL Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Transfer to airport (1hr) to take flight back to India. 



 

B. 01 NIGHT / 02 DAYS BUSAN EXTENSION SUGGESTION 

DAY SECTOR ITINERARY 

DAY 4 SEOUL – 
BUSAN  

Breakfast at hotel 
 
Seoul – Busan (350 kms) by KTX Bullet Train (2 hrs – there is train every 15-20 mins 
whole day) 
 
KTX Train Experience 
On April 1, 2004, Korea’s new high-speed train (called 
the KTX) opened for business. This new high-speed train 
has been designed to reach speeds of 350 km per hour. 
It currently operates around 300 Km per hour, cutting 
travel time almost in half. Train is enabled for free 4G 
Wi-Fi service. 
 
Busan Half day city tour 
Enjoy the sights of Busan such as Jagalchi Fish Market 
(one  of largest fish markets in Asia), Haedong 
Yonggungsa Temple, UN War Memorial Cemetary, 
Nurimaru APEC House, Busan Film Center, Singsaegae 
Departmental Store (worlds largest shopping mall) and 
Haeundae Beach. 
 
OPTIONAL 
Evening Yacht Tour in Busan (The Bay 101 Yacht Club) 
The Bay 101 is a yacht club located at Haeundae beach, 
boasting itself as the no.1 Marine Sport facility in the 
largest marine city of Busan. With state-of-the-art 
facilities and equipment along with marine sports 
professionals, Public Marina offers a cozy and snug place 
for private dining and other cultural activities. Marine 
sports can be enjoyed by all ages at The Bay 101, as marine-relat ed sports and 
services, such as the 360 spinning Jet Boat or Semi-submarine Boat, Speed Boat, Jetski, 
Peanut boat and Banana boat are available in one place. 
 
Dinner at Indian Restaurant (eg Punjab, Hello India, Ganga, etc) 
 
O/N in Busan 
** Suggestion: stay near Haeundae Beach 

DAY 5 BUSAN – 
INCHEON 
AIRPORT 
 
OR JEJU 
ISLAND 

Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Transfer to Busan station to take KTX Bullet Train directly to Incheon Airport (several 
trains operate directly to Incheon airport) 
 
Take flight for onward journey. 
 
Alternatively you can extend your trip to Jeju Island. 



 

C. 03 NIGHT / 04 DAYS JEJU EXTENSION SUGGESTION 

DAY SECTOR ITINERARY 

DAY 5 JEJU 
ARRIVAL 

Option 1: Ex Seoul – Take Seoul (Gimpo) to Jeju Island domestic flight (more than 50 
flights per day) 
Option 2: Ex Busan – Take Busan to Jeju Island domestic flight (more than 50 flights 
per day) 
 
Arrive Jeju island by 10 AM (from Seoul or Busan). Welcome at airport. Transfer to 
hotel 
 
Check in and rest. 
 
Half day Jeju city tour (North Jeju) 
Half day city tour of Jeju city is one of the best ways to get glimpse and understanding 
of this unique tourist island destination. City tour 
would include visits to the following: 
Gwandeokjeong Pavilion, literally meaning an 
exercise of mind and virtue, is the oldest existing 
architectural structure o  n Jeju Island. Yongduam 
Rock is a famous dragon head-shaped rock located 
on a beach. Jeju Stone Park is a reflection of the 
history and culture of Jeju, an island that abounds 
with stones. Also visit the unique Samyang Black Sand Beach. 
 
Lunch at local / Indian restaurant  (there are 2 very popular Indian restaurants in Jeju 
city – Baghdad Café and Raj Mahal) 
 
EVENING TOUR – OPTIONAL 
Visit Love Land 
Welcome to the worlds only outdoor erotic theme 
park!. Ever since its debut in 2004, Jeju Loveland has 
been arousing the inte  rest of tourists because of its 
collection of more than 140 salacious statues and 
erotic exhibitions that graphically depict all sorts of 
sexy situations between humans, animals and 
humans and animals.  
 
Dinner at Indian restaurant  
 
O/H at hotel in Jeju Island 
**Suggestion: Stay near airport in Jeju city area. We recommend this location 
because its near to all market areas and night clubs and guests can enjoy on their own 
also. 
Hotel recommendation: Ramada Plaza Jeju Ocean Front (5* luxury) 

DAY 6 JEJU 
ISLAND 

Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Full Day Tour (East and South Jeju) 



 

Visit the following most famous and UNESCO Natural Heritage sites of Jeju Island 
 
Manjanggul Cave (UNESCO World Heritage) 
Manjanggul Cave is one of the finest lava tunnels in 
the world, and is a designated natural monument. A 
lava tunnel is formed when the lava that was deep 
in the ground spouts from the peak and flows to the 
surface. Man  janggul Cave has a variety of 
interesting structures inside including 70cm lava 
stalagmites and the lava tube tunnels. Only 1km of 
the 13,422m Manjanggul Cave is open to tourists. 
 
Seongsan Sunrise Peak (UNESCO World Heritage) 
This is the most iconic and famous tourist spot of 
Jeju Island. A mini volcano of sorts which you can 
climb and go on top! Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak rose 
from under the sea in a volcanic eruption over 
100,000 years ago. Locat  ed on the eastern end of 
Jejudo Island, there is a huge crater at the top of 
Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak. The crater is about 600m 
in diameter and 90m high. With the 99 sharp rocks 
surrounding the crater, it looks like a gigantic crown. 
 
Lunch at local / multi cuisine restaurant.  
 
EVENING TOUR – OPTIONAL TOUR 1 
 
Jeju Submarine Tour 
Seogwipo Submarine was the first of its kind in Asia 
the third in the world. Seogwipo Submarine offers 
safe undersea tours in its recently acquired state of 
the art submarine from Finland. Munseom, where 
t  
 he submarine travels, is home to outstanding coral 
reefs, colorful schools of fish, and rich seaweed . 
The exquisite landscape makes it one of the most 
beautiful places to dive as well. Going deep into the 40 meter sea-bed, visitors can 
see countless fish, rare iridescent coral reefs, and a surreal-looking shipwreck with 
schools of fish surrounding it. 
 
EVENING TOUR – OPTIONAL TOUR 2 
 
Jeju Yacht Tour 
This is a very popular style to experience Jeju by the sea. A tourist yacht can 
accommodate up to 40 pax group. Tourists can watch Jusangjeolidae (a colony of 



 

hexagonal columns), Jeju’s best coastal scenery, 
experience a sea fishing in a middle of the sea. 
They can drink a wine and tea listening to music, 
and take a rest in a bedroom. Tourists can eat 
directly-caught fishes with tourists’ own foods 
and take a photo.  
 
Evening return to hotel.  
 
Today you can have gala dinner at hotel / restaurant / themed venue (Various options 
can be advised by DMC) 

DAY 7 JEJU 
ISLAND 

Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Full day tour (East Jeju) 
Today explore the eastern side of the Jeju Island. Visit the following interesting places: 
 
Hallim Park 
Hallim Park is one of the most popular tourist spots 
on Jeju Island. The park was established on barren 
land in Hyeopjaeri, Hallimeup, then covered with 
tons of earth and the planting of assorted 
subtropical plants began in early 1971. Hallim Park, 
reaching almost 100 thousand square meters, has a 
variety of gardens that can be enjoyed in any 
season. Visitors can enjoy checking out Palm Tree 
Road, Jeju Stone and Bonsai Garden, Water Garden, Subtropical Botanic Garden and 
much more. The most famous tourist sites in Hallim Park are Hyeopjaegul and 
Ssangyonggul Caves, known to be the only two-dimensional caves in the world. In 
addition, a folk village, children's amusement park an d outdoor resort facilities make 
it enjoyable for both children and adults. 
 
Hyeopjae Beach 
One of the most popular beaches of Jeju is famous 
for its crystal white sand. The beautiful white color 
of the sand comes from the large amounts of 
crushed seashells that have been mixed in with the 
sand. The long se  ashore stretches for 9 km and has 
cobalt colored seawater and evergreen forests 
scattered around the vicinity, making the scenery 
very beautiful. In the evergreen groves, there are 
plenty of convenient facilities and campgrounds for 
visitors to use. 
 
Lunch: You can do an outdoor barbeque lunch with beer at Hyeopjae Beach for small 
groups. 
 
 
 



 

EVENING TOUR – OPTIONAL TOUR 1 
 
Big Ball Land Jeju 
A thrilling and safe sporting experience. Enter a big 
bubble and quickly tumble from the hilltops of one 
of Asia’s longest slopes. Experience the adve  
nture and excitement of this unique Zorbing 
experience. Duration: 3 hrs. 
 
EVENING TOUR – OPTIONAL TOUR 2 
 
Jeju ATV Experience  
Jeju being a volcanic terrain island is one of the 
best places in the world to drive an ‘All Terrain 
Vehicle’. ATV Experience Center offers an exciting 
off-road acitivity with its ATV (All-Terrain Vehicle) 
rides. The activity lets visitors experience the thrill 
of riding ATVs while enjoying the beautiful scenery 
in Je ju such as Sanbangsan Mountains and 
Yongmeori Beach. Duration: 2 hrs. 
 
Return to hotel in the evening, 
 
Dinner at local / multi cuisine / Indian restaurant.  

DAY 8 JEJU 
ISLAND – 
DEPARTURE 

Breakfast at hotel. 
 
Transfer to the airport to take flight to Seoul (Gimpo). 
 
More than 50 daily flights between Jeju & Seoul. 
 
On arrival in Seoul (Gimpo) transfer to the Incheon international airport (1hr) to board 
flight back for India (evening return flight suggested). 

 

 


